Qn of quantifiers such that Qj is universal whenever vi is
disjunction, quantification over individual variables, and existential quantification over relation variables. Similarly, the class of universal L2,, (or L2 I) formulas is the smallest class containing all L., (all Lw1ck) formulas and closed under (infinitary) conjunction, (infinitary) disjunction, quantification over individual variables, and universal quantification over relation variables. Note that the negation of an existential formula is logically equivalent to a universal formula.
The following two lemmas prove to be convenient in the study of classes of structures definable in L 2 since they enable one to concentrate on definable classes of countably infinite structures. LEMMA 1. For any L.1.,, sentence 'p there is an L,,1,, sentence (p1 with no infinite models and an L2 sentence g2 with nofinite model such that 'p is logically equivalent to T1 V T2s PROOF. For each n we construct an L,,1.0 sentence api which has as models those models of 'p with cardinality at most n by replacing the m-ary relation quantifiers in 'p by finite disjunctions or conjunctions over the set of all m-ary relations over n (= {i: i < n}). In more detail, let vo,.* *, n -v1 be individual variables not occurring in 'p and let ' As preparation for these theorems, we review some known properties of the lastmentioned classes of structures in the remainder of this section and then establish some further properties in ?2 from which the interpolation theorems for L2 ,1, will follow in ?3.
For any sentence A, any countably infinite model of p is isomorphic to a model of w with universe the set w of natural numbers (in fact, there may be many such models with universe w, all of which are isomorphic). Hence if one considers p as a sentence in an applied language in which the universe of any structure is w, then p defines a subset of a space T which is a countable Cartesian product of copies of the type 0 space co and of the type 1 spaces Pacw, where for any x, Px is the power set {y: y c x} of x; T itself is said to be a type 0 space if all its factor spaces are type 0 and a type I space otherwise. 
By the interpolation theorem for L
there is an Lt,0, interpolant 0 which involves neither R nor S; this sentence 0 defines A.
The connection between L.,W-definable sets and Borel sets extends to a connection between existential L ,2 .-definable sets and analytic sets. A subset of T is analytic if and only if it is the projection of a Borel subset of T x T' for some space T'. Since the class of invariant analytic sets is closed under countable unions and intersections as well as projections, any existential L2,,,-sentence defines an invariant analytic set. Conversely, if A is an invariant analytic subset of T. then A is definable by an existential L2 l,-sentence p(R) which involves an additional binary relation parameter R as above, so that A is also definable by the existential L2 1f,-sentence 3R(p(R) A +(R)) with no additional parameters (R is now a relation variable) where if also is as above.
?2. Interpolation theorems for analytic sets. In this section we establish several interpolation theorems for analytic sets together with analogs of these theorems for invariant analytic sets. As noted by various authors, some of these theorems follow from known interpolation theorems for Ls1l,; for example, the Luzin separation theorem (see below) and its corollary for invariant sets is a consequence of the Lopez-Escobar interpolation theorem while the Novikov generalized separation theorem and its corollary follow from a result of Makkai [8] which we establish later as Theorem 7. Our purpose in proving these results first, without reference to L,,,,,, is to show that the reverse situation is also possible, i.e. that interpolation theorems for LCO C,, can be derived from results in descriptive set theory about analytic sets together with the fact proved in ?1 that every invariant Borel set is definable by a sentence of L.,, If another proof of this fact could be given which does not use the Lopez-Escobar interpolation theorem, then one could obtain all the interpolation theorems for L,,1,, mentioned in this paper (including LopezEscobar's) as corollaries of theorems in descriptive set theory; at worst, one need prove only one interpolation theorem for LC1s in order to derive the others using the tools of descriptive set theory.
We begin by deriving corollaries for invariant sets from two classical theorems of descriptive set theory. Since {x.: <x1, * ? *, xm> E P* & X E A} is analytic and the quantifier prefix in (e) has one fewer existential quantifier than the prefix in (a), the induction hypothesis may be applied to obtain a Borel set C (which is invariant if B is, and also if A is as can be seen by transposing the condition on P* to the other side of the conditional in (e)) such that to accentuate the similarity with Craig's theorem, his proof actually establishes the stronger conclusions expressed by (1) and (2) . The apparent lack of symmetry in the quantifier strings which appear in (1) and (2) disappears when one realizes that they can be interchanged by applying the theorem to & my rather than to ' As mentioned before, Maehara and Takeuti have given proof-theoretic demonstrations of interpolation theorems for L.,, and L,,C,, which include Chang's theorem and Theorem 6 as special cases. We show now that their theorems can be derived using Chang's theorem and Craig's theorem for L.,.,, and using Theorem 6 and the following inconsistency theorem due to Makkai for L,,< Since the proof is so natural, we deduce Makkai's theorem from Corollary 4; Makkai [8] gives a different proof and observes that Corollary 4 follows from his theorem. From the L2 lg version of Theorem 9 follow generalized separation theorems for analytic sets and for invariant analytic sets in the usual manner. It should also be noted that these theorems, as well as the results of ?2, have effective versions in which codes for the Borel sets asserted to exist can be computed effectively from codes for the given analytic sets.
